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ACCOMPLISHMENTS 2017 

Let me start by saying that the Rockridge District continues to be one of the largest tax revenue 

generators for the city of Oakland for a district of this kind and that in itself, in this tumultuous time, is an 

accomplishment. 

We were able, after a year and a half of negotiation with the city, for the 1st time to bring lighted holiday 

decorations to the Avenue. This was no small feat.  The district will invest approximately $40,000 of 

member's funds to accomplish this. The RDA has been working to make the Avenue a more festive place 

for holiday shoppers and all of Oakland. This also lays the groundwork for other districts to follow if they 

feel it's appropriate. We have donated our existing decorations to the KONO district to help bring cheer to 

Telegraph Avenue. 

The RDA continues our ongoing maintenance and upkeep of the Avenue; We had just completed another 

round of tree trimming of city street trees, we soon will have the decomposed granite replenished in all of 

the tree wells, We continue to maintain the watering of our newly planted trees to ensure their success, 

and have replaced several trees that have been damaged by trucks delivering goods to our merchants. 

The RDA has purchased 12 PVC trash container liners that will be installed shortly. The reason for this is to 

help eliminate the unsightly staining of the concrete and odor due to the broken galvanized liners. To 

further improve cleanliness our board has voted to allocate funds for power washing of the city trash 

containers. 

We continue to work very closely with the Oakland Police Department to help in the reduction of crime to 

both our members and the community at large. We are grateful to have been assigned a walking officer as 

well as support from our Community Resource Ofc. 

The RDA was very pleased to be able to attract 4 new board members. This was particularly exciting for 

us as they represent 1st floor businesses, coming from the backgrounds of restaurant, fitness and 

financial. These folks are a great representation of the young entrepreneurial spirit of Oakland. 

We have been working quite closely and partnering with the bike share folks and try to lessen the impact 

on parking to our district. I'm very happy to say that we worked out an agreement with the city and we 

were able to take some remaining 12 feet of an existing parking space left over from the bike kiosk and 

turn it to usable scooter and motorcycle parking. This creates an asset for our district as well as a revenue 

generator for the city. 

The district is looking forward to another successful Out and About street fair coming up September 17. 

Another accomplishment that will be celebrated by Market Hall is their 30th year here on the Avenue, and 

it goes without saying what they bring to College Avenue and Oakland. 

To summarize, we continue to work with one of the smallest of any BID budgets in the City of Oakland. 

The RDA is proud to be able to deliver this level of service and improvements to our members and will 

continue to do so.                                                        Report by Chris Jackson, Manager 


